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Today in luxury:

Tesla fires sound alarms about safety of electric-car batteries

Electric vehicles may be less prone to catch fire than gas guzzlers, but recent blazes involving Tesla Inc. and NIO
Inc. cars in Greater China are prompting the industry to take steps to alleviate concerns from potential customers in
the sector's biggest market, says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Gucci criticized for cultural appropriation over $800 "Indy Turban"
Gucci has come under fire for retailing a nearly $800 turban that had previously stoked criticism when it debuted in a
runway show, reports T ime.

Click here to read the entire story on Time Magazine

Burberry feels "energized" despite lackluster revenue in 2019

Burberry's transition to thrusting luxury player was always going to be painful, but that's fine with chief executive
officer Marco Gobbetti, who's delivering to plan, and focusing on the bigger picture, according to Women's Wear
Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on WWD

See the Rolls -Royce of Champagne chests reveal at Villa d'Este

Today, the maker of the most luxurious motor cars has revealed the tailor-made Rolls -Royce Champagne Chest.
Displayed at Villa d'Este Concorso d'Eleganza this week and with prices starting from around 37,000 ($45,000), this
finely crafted set is the latest product to join the marque's Accessory Collection, per Forbes.

Click here to read the entire story on Forbes
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